








We have tried to re  ect the theme of hierarchy through-
out the diff erent aspects of the design. Having a world 
where the rooms are layered vertically creates a strong 
visual re  ection of how the society is divided into top 
and bottom.  e same goes for the diff erence between 
the aesthetic qualities of the individual rooms where 
a contrast in colors (golden and warm versus grey 
and cold) and in decor (abundance versus scarcity).

For the world of Nebraska 99, we wanted to work with 
hierarchy. We created a caste system where each citizen 
is either rich or poor. If you are rich, you live in a lav-
ish and massive apartment. If you are poor, you work 
every day to serve the rich.  is way the high and low 
ranking citizens occupy the same physical space but 
with diff erent purposes and at diff erent points in time.

 e player experiences the world through the story’s 
main character, a low ranking citizen employed in a 
speci  c apartment building as a janitor.



We wanted to create a world that would show a dark side 
of society in a metaphorical setting. We inspiration from 
other games that dealt with dystopian societies such as 
Beholder (Warm Lamp Games 2016) and  is War of 
Mine (11Bit Studios 2014), and to a degree, Fallout Shel-
ter (Bethesda So works 2015).  ese games also served 
as an inspiration for the sideways, doll’s house perspec-
tive that would allow us to stack the rich inhabitants’ 
homes on top of and far above the poor workers’ small 
rooms - literally - to manifest this hierarchy visually.



 e colors of Nebraska 99 are enforc-
ing the contrasting elements which is 
a core part of the world. Nebraska 99 
is in the dark underground, contrast-
ed by strong colors such as a vibrantly 
painted dome, a baroque rooms full 
of furniture in rich and golden colors. 
 e following shows how the color 
scheme from the diff erent areas.

 e mood of Nebraska 
99 is a dystopian, post-
apocalyptic future which 
is de  ned by a strict hier-
archy and contrasting ele-
ments.  is shows through 
the hierarchical society, 
oppression of individu-
als and ignorance of the 
High Ranked Citizens.

 e aesthetics and art style for Nebraska 99 
was created based on inspiration from the 
game Kentucky Route Zero (Cardboard Com-
puter, 2013) as well as the animation short, 
 e Backwater Gospel ( e Animation Work-
shop, 2011).  e world is made from 3D assets 
even though the perspective is as a 2D Doll 
House or an anthill.  is allowed us to frame 
what the player sees and play with the notion 
of known/unknown as the player can actu-
ally see more than the avatar. Speci  cally the 
avatars of the world is inspired by Kentucky 
Route Zero with the same faceless aesthetics.



During the process several 
moodboard were made



Excerpts from History of 
 e Life  Underground 
by Frank Hill VII





 e world is portrayed through the vertical bunker complexes.  e architecture itself works as a 
division, as it divides between the lavish and high societal “on-stage” vs. the simple and practical 
“backstage”. By going from beautiful baroque rooms to bare, rusty rooms we wanted to convey the 
feeling of the player and Janitor moving between the two worlds of the High Ranking Citizens and the 
Workers, showing how closely tied the world is, even though it appears like two separate worlds.  at 
is one reason why the architecture and the level designed have had such a big in  uence on each other. 

Not much technology was saved when the world went under and even though engineers were 
allowed in the bunkers, the materials they had at hand were scarce. As such the technology have 
not really developed much during the 25 generations Nebraska 99 have existed which shows 
through the pipe systems sustaining the apartments and the elevator sha s for the Workers.
As time passed in Nebraska 99 the fusion of baroque, dooms day bunker and con-
temporary red neck 1999 life style fused together, creating a unique style of its own.



Showcasing the un-
matched architectural 
mix of a Nebraska 99 was 
a challenge that we solved 
by selecting the following 
four areas; each compli-
menting each other but 
also tells about diff erent 
aspects of the world. All 
these areas work together 
in order to showcase the 
underlying theme of hier-
archy and contrast which 
permeate and charac-
terizes Nebraska 99.

 e layout as we imaged it in the 
world of Nebraska 99: the apart-
ments have diff erent sizes de-
pending on their functionality



 e Golden Room is one of many rooms the High Ranked Citizens inhabit. Not all 
rooms look exactly like this, however we choose this room speci  cally to show the lav-
ishness of this part of the world.  e room is made to encourage a very horizon-
tal movement in order to emphasize how little movement there is in the social system. 

If you are at a certain level, you do not move up or down. Furthermore it is a spacious room 
like the Dome, compared to the Worker’s quarters which are characterized by too little space.



 e Dome is created as a showcase of the mindset of the inhabitants of this world. No in-
habitants of Nebraska 99 have seen nature  rst-hand as the world went under over 25 
generations ago. Trying to recreate nature underground, their only way of referenc-
ing it and knowing how nature works, is through descriptions in books and paintings. 
In the dome the clouds do not move, the wind do not blow and naturally the 
change of seasons happens by a painter re-painting the dome. For the inhabit-
ants this appears perfectly natural, as they ignorantly understand nature this way.

 e inhabitants simply 
don’t understand represen-
tation. As such the dome 
does not only work as a 
representative of what the 
inhabitants understand as 
nature, but also as a testa-
ment to how the signi  ers 
of the signi  ed in the world 
of Nebraska 99 does follows 
a logic of its own.  is has 
also led to a society com-
pletely without money, 
where you either spend 
your day lounging around 



 e Sha  illustrates the abrupt shi  from 
a High Ranked Life to the life of the Work-
ers. It gives the player a view into how the 
world is connected through pipes, how 
the services of the world is facilitated.  e 
Sha s are used by the servants meants to 
be invisible to silently move from room to 
room and do their duty without being seen. 
 e Sha  also signi  es the verticality of 
the world which is not only evident physi-
cally but also in the way society is arranged.

When riding in the elevator, the camera will zoom out to allow a bigger view of the surrounding environment with the 
additional, closed rooms as well as the intricate piping system.

Conceptual drawing of  e Sha 



 e Janitor’s room illus-
trates his insigni  cance: 
he lives at the bottom of 
the complex, far from eve-
rything else. His only way 
away from his room is 
by going to work, which 
takes him up.  e room, 
like him, is small, con-
 ned and not meant to be 

looked at. It’s practical and 
something that should be 
hidden from the eyes of 
the HIgh Ranked Citizens.

Before and a er screenshots of the Janitor’s Room. By adjusting materi-
als and light settings the room was made more bunker-ish and less lavish



 roughout the game, the focus of the soundscape was to maintain the illusion of the world, 
by being realistic mimicking the sounds of a real world.  is is done using recorded material 
of mechanical sounds, using room tones and reverb that helps create a believable world. In  e 
Dome the soundscape changes drastically since all the sounds are supposed to be man made, 
to simulate the experience of being on a real life grass  eld with animals and the sound of the 
wind roaming in the trees.  is “fake” realism is achieved through heavy manipulation of real 
recordings of animals (sheep, birds chirping) and a synthesized unrealistic wind ambience.

 e music playing in the 
baroque room comes 
from a gramophone style 
device that is directly 
connected to a worker 
in the basement playing 
back the music live with a 
polyphone.  is is discov-
ered by the player when 
progressing downwards. 
 is combined with the 
design of the soundscape 
encourages the player to 
explore the game world.

All man-made sounds emit from the diff erent grammophone heads around Nebraska 99. Here in 
 e Golden Room and  e Dome.



Much time was spent on creating and polishing the Janitor. He is the cent-
er of the attention throughout the game; both due to the perspective of the cam-
era but also the framing of the world and narrative.  e process from initial sketch-
es to a fully  eshed out 3D character is illustrated on this and the upcoming pages.

 e Janitor’s job is to maintain the high ranking inhab-
itants’ enormous home while they stay in the belief that 
everything happens automatically. He does this follow-
ing two simple rules: Keep it clean, and don’t get seen. 
 
 e Janitor accomplishes his maintenance tasks 
throughout the building by using an old, hidden service 
elevator to move between rooms unnoticed.  e verti-
cality of the architecture with the high ranking man-
sions on top and the low ranking quarters very far be-
low never lets the inhabitants forget who belongs where. 

Later the face of the Janitor was iterated on. 
We did not want to include eyes in order to 
make him seem less human and just a tool (as 
much expression is done with eyes). How-
ever, it was decided to give him big eyebrows, 
which can be used to express many emotions.

 ese sketches show the initial iteration 
regarding shape, posture and general look of the 
janitor.



Wireframe and T-pose of the Janitor

Final concept art of the Janitor



Nebraska 99 is inhabited 
by several diff erent groups 
of inhabitants. In broad 
categories these are:  e 
High Ranking Citizens, 
 e Workers, Cobalt Cor-
poration and  e Rats.

 e wealthy inhabitants of Nebraska 99 
are referred to as High Ranking Citizens. 
 ey are descendants of the Founding 
Fathers and are therefore highly regard-
ed in society.  eir status and wealth 
depend entirely on the purity of their 
blood, and as such, the more direct de-
scendant of the Founding Fathers one 
is, the more powerful and highly re-
garded one is. A consequence of this is 
the obsession with family trees, which 
is how status in the society is portrayed.

 e High Ranking Citizens live a lavish and over-
indulging life.  ey don’t even expect everything 
to be done for them: this is just how the world is. 
All they ever do is lounging, going to parties, eat-
ing, socialize and forge or break alliances. Honor 
and status is something which takes up most of 
their thoughts. Marriage is considered to forge 
alliances and keep the population from becom-
ing inbred. It entails complications as well as 
families with purer blood, does not want to mix 
with families which are less pure. As such, there 
are strict rules to who can or cannot be married 
and which way to keep a certain bloodline pure.



 e Workers are the workforce that 
makes the world of Nebraska 99 spin 
around.  ese people are descend-
ants of the townsfolk the Founding 
Fathers permitted shelter when the 
world went under. As such they 
primarily have practical roles in the 
society: some are invisible like the 
Janitor and the Plumber, others 
are visible such as the Chef and 
the Maids.  eir function in this 
society is to maintain the apart-
ment complexes and the wealthy 
life-style of the High Ranking Citizens. 

 ere are many diff erent roles for the 
Workers, and as such there is a hier-
archy within the worker factions: it 
is regarded a better position to work 
as a maid or a chef, compared to a 
butcher or gardener, lastly being a 
janitor is thought of a lowly position. 
Private as well as public complexes 
have their Workers living there, so 
they can easily be summoned in case 
something needs  xing or cleaning.



A character that did not make it 
into the prototype of Nebraska 99 
is the Musician. For each com-
plex there is a Musician. His or her 
whole purpose is to provide pleasur-
able music for the complex he is sta-
tioned in, concealing the occasional 
sound of the utility pipes which sur-
rounds everything.  e irony of his 
role is that he is not even conduct-
ing the music himself; he is plainly 
turning the handle day in and out.



 e Cobalt Corporation are also de-
scendants of the additional townsfolk 
the Founding Fathers took with them 
into the bunker for practical reasons. 
However, this group soon realized that 
whoever is in charge of managing the 
bunker is indeed in charge of the whole 
place. Over the years this group of peo-
ple, who later became a corporation, 
took over the entire management of Ne-
braska 99. Everything from ressource 
management, utilities for apartment 
complexes such as workers or furniture, 
getting rid of the waste, training new 
workers, maintaining peace and order of 
 e Good Life - it all falls to them. Even 
setting the night and day cycle of Ne-
braska 99 and maintaining the caste sys-
tem without partaking in it themselves.

 ey do their best to please the High Ranking 
Citizens in order to keep them content and 
ignorant, enabling the Cobalt Corporation 
to develop the society however they want. 
 ey are in charge of Education, Adminis-
tration and the Law, however their larger 
goal is yet to be discovered by the player.

Brainstorming for a Cobalt 
Corporation logo. We includ-
ed pipes and cogwheels as the 
function of the CC is to keep 
the system sustained.

Early concept of a Cobalt Corporation welcome letter to new 
residents of the Nebraska 99



 e Rat People are the used-to-be Workers who 
broke free from the system by refusing to comply 
with their designated task and got away with it.  ey 
live off -grid in the pipe systems which connects the 
diff erent facilities and spent their days digging tun-
nels and scavenging food.  ey have their own sim-
ple society, which is only natural to form when a 
group of outcasts have to survive under harsh condi-
tions.  ey refer to themselves as “the free people”.

 e High Ranking Citizens are in general unaware of the 
existence of the Rat People as the Cobalt Corporation does 
not wish to show that workers can actually break free from 
the strictly enforced hierarchy. Children and Workers are 
only being told that they are vile and beastly creatures that 
are more animal than man. If you do not comply and work, 
you will be relieved of your duty and be cast out to them.

Concepts of Rat People 
in plain, male and female 
version

Concepts of the postures 
and bodies of Rat People



 e gameplay we imagine for Nebraska 99 is heavily inspired by 
the strategy adventure games we looked to in creating the world. 
We envision a murder mystery that puts the Janitor in a grave dilemma. Should he 
ful  ll his duties as a Janitor or should he try and get to the bottom of the crime and 
make sure justice is served.  e gameplay would revolve around managing time by 
balancing when to do your job and when to follow up on leads in your investigation. 
 
 e story would take the Janitor out of his apartment complex and and 
with him let the player explore the vast dystopia that is Nebraska 99.




